
ZCB reviews 

Rock Era Magazine: 
https://www.rockeramagazine.com/ep-the-great-rewilding-by-zero-carbon-
band/ 
A rock/pop album with movement, energy and an important message to the world 
“I’m A Tree”….an infectious melodic pop rock song…it feels like it would have been 
something the Beatles would sing and perform 
“Sinking Sea-Sick Home-Sick Blues” … it’s a more downtempo song…it reminds me of 
‘house of the rising sun’…it sounds classic and iconic…it has this kind of soul to it…
catchy, won’t leave your mind for a long time 
“The Great Rewilding” …it’s full of energy…it’s the imagining of an alternative future if 
we all really cared about nature and about our planet…it’s anthemic and full of positive 
vibes 
“Commotion In The Ocean”…. has a light tone to its lyrics, itself fun and informative 

Rock Charts: 
https://rockcharts.news/artist/artists/rock-renaissance-independent-rock-
alt-rock-and-more-innovations/ 
I haven’t felt this excited about music in ages (scroll down to band #5) 

Mesmerised: 
https://www.mesmerized.io/zero-carbon-band-champions-climate-
activism-in-the-great-rewilding/ 
Zero Carbon Band Champions Climate Activism in ‘The Great Rewilding’ an inspiring 
musical project calling for a more organic and soulful way forward  
A collection of five stunning songs; sonically navigating pop, indie and funk territories 
relevant and relatable lyricism; head honcho Si-Fi, steadily driving the ship forward. 
Benjamin Simha’s lead vocals really hit the mark, being so dynamic yet evocative and 
friendly 

Iggy Magazine: (in French) 
https://www.iggymagazine.com/saisissez-vous-les-premiers-de-ce-
ravissant-projet-que-proposent-le-groupe-zero-carbon-band-leur-genial-ep-
intitule-the-great-rewilding/ 
Be the first to seize this delightful project offered by the group Zero Carbon Band, their 
brilliant EP entitled “The Great Rewilding”…a danceable dynamic 

Info Music: (in French) 
https://www.infomusic.fr/le-baume-de-ames-en-peine-the-great-rewilding-
de-zero-carbon-band/  
The balm for lost souls  
makes you want to dance and jump in all directions, it is so joyful 
With its playful rhythms, its strong drums, the happy synth and the sumptuous voices 
of our artists, this single is a real breath of fresh air 
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Illustrate Magazine: 
https://illustratemagazine.com/the-great-rewilding-by-zero-carbon-band-
ep-review/ 
an indie, funky eco-pop musical masterpiece that takes listeners on a captivating 
journey of environmental consciousness 
huge range of vocals ebbing and flowing 
evocative lyrics and an atmospheric soundscape 
a testament to Zero Carbon Band’s dedication to creating meaningful music that serves 
as a catalyst for positive change 

Music Taste: 
https://www.musictaste.uk/post/the-great-rewilding-review 
diverse range of musical influences and creative talents 
"Our Allotment," a quirky and lighthearted track that immediately draws you in with its 
Beach Boys vibe mixed with vocals reminiscent of David Bowie 
"I'm a Tree" with a slower and more melodic tone that highlights the band's ability to 
create beautiful vocal harmonies. 
"Sinking Seasick Homesick Blues" has a more melancholic energy than the previous 
tracks, and the arpeggiated guitar chords are used to great effect, creating a beautiful 
and atmospheric sound. The vocals are haunting and emotive, and the lyrics paint a 
vivid picture of the severity of pollution in the ocean. It's a standout track that 
showcases the band's ability to create music that is both informative and engaging. 
"The Great Rewilding" is an EP that will leave you wanting more from Zero Carbon.  
Their ability to blend different musical styles and influences is impressive, and their 
talent for creating memorable melodies and lyrics is evident throughout.  
If you're a fan of indie power pop music that is both fun and thought-provoking, then 
"The Great Rewilding" is definitely worth a listen. 

Edgar Allen Poets: 
https://www.edgarallanpoets.com/the-great-rewilding-is-zero-carbon-
bands-ep-out-now/ 
This band has a very interesting artistic vision. 
A unique musical project and concept indeed. 
The compositional style takes inspiration from the past, from classic rock. 
It is evident that Zero Carbon Band have spent a lot of time in the rehearsal room to 
achieve such an enviable musical alchemy. 
The passion that the band members put into interpreting and performing these songs is 
contagious. 
Particular mention for the singer who has a very interesting vocal timbre that manages 
to distinguish the sound of this band even more. 
All the songs are solid and above all they share an important message. 
A band that I recommend everyone to listen to, you will be surprised by the quality of 
their music. 
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Lost in the Manor: (scroll down to Zcb) 
https://www.lostinthemanor.co.uk/blog/2023/5/11/litm-indie-rock-picks-
this-week-celebrate-rock-music-with-doll-riot-blake-havard-and-more 
If you enjoy Classic Rock from the 60s and 70s you will fall in love with Zero Carbon 
Bands style of music. 
incredibly warm springy guitar tones and a swinging groovy beat 
The vocals are crisp and soulful 
spreading their environmentalist message in a fun way through their music 

Music For All: (in Brazilian) 
https://musicforall.com.br/zero-carbon-band-temas-ambientais-vem-com-
trilha-de-rock-versatil-em-novo-ep/ 
Ah, how cool is this work by the alternative band Zero Carbon Band. 
they deliver a very cool sound, well played and produced 
from indie rock, through classic rock, pop and even prog rock 
The vocal timbre reminds us a lot of Geddy Lee (Rush), especially in the higher notes. 

FV Music Blog: (scroll down) 
https://fvmusicblog.com/hot-picks-10-5-23-the-best-new-releases/ 
Rock-pop release complete with thought-provoking lyrics, charming vocal performances 
and excellent musicianship 
Stays with the listener long after the music has ended 

EL News: (blog, scroll down) 
https://elnews.world/f/shadeland-sonic-maven-tsunamiz-wotts-zero-
carbon-review 
This innovative collection of songs showcases the band's unparalleled ability to fuse 
Indie/funk influences with a mission to save the planet, resulting in a melodic pop-rock 
masterpiece. 
Each track on the EP presents a unique perspective on environmental issues, weaving 
captivating narratives that range from the celebration of trees in "I'm a Tree" to the 
haunting portrayal of a future impacted by climate change in "Sinking Seasick Homesick 
Blues." The band's ability to infuse their music with thought-provoking themes is truly 
commendable. 
An EP that transcends genres, blending elements of power pop, melodic rock, and 
classic sound to deliver an unforgettable musical experience 
Catchy tunes 
Zero Carbon Band's dedication to their craft, coupled with their profound message, 
establishes them as a force to be reckoned with in the music industry 
Their ability to combine meaningful storytelling with infectious melodies is a testament 
to their artistry. 
'The Great Rewilding' is an Eco-pop opus that demands attention. Brace yourself for a 
musical journey that will leave you inspired, motivated, and ready to take action for a 
greener future. 
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Dulaxi: 
https://dulaxi.com/music-%26-entertainment-1/f/zero-carbon-band-
releases-their-latest-astounding-eco-pop-ep 
Powerful eco-pop EP that combines infectious melodies with thought-provoking lyrics 
fusing infectious indie/funk melodies with a passionate commitment to environmental 
consciousness 
Band leader Si-Fi's original compositions form the backbone of this transformative 
musical experience, with creative input from the entire group 

Hail Tunes: 
https://hailtunes.com/9-oclock-nasty-zero-carbon-band-joshua-ketchmark-
danza-aliena-and/ 
The band’s music is catchy and fun, but it also has a serious message 
ZCB is a force for good in the world 

Radio plays so far: 
https://www.dropbox.com/s/2ptoqcp0wkfuycr/
Zero%20Carbon%20Band%20The%20Great%20Rewilding%20Album%20
Airplay%20Schedule.pdf?dl=0 
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